the subsection on Forest Soils be a sep (Pierre, 1946) . A brief post-war slump delayed an eration but the subsection was revive C.R. Hursh as the first recorded chair listing of V-A subsection officers in th of the SSSA Proceedings later prompte historian, J.F. Lutz (1977) , to note th authorization for the subsection in the 1949 meeting and several previous m the subsection was already 11 yr old.
From 1949 to 1954, V-A functioned mous section and was usually referred V-A" or "Division V-A" in the SSSA mail ballot was held in 1954 and, by a 9, the Society approved divisional sta knowledging a broadened scope embod name, "Forest and Range Soils" (Gies Subsection and section chairs, so far SSSA Board Representatives are listed
